
 

 

Year 1 
 

Fall Lesson 2: Plant Parts and Functions 
 

  
 
 
 
During this lesson students will learn the six basic plant parts, gain 
an understanding of how they function to support plant survival and 
create a vegetable wrap using all plant parts. A game will help 
students to begin thinking of the food they eat in terms of botany.  
 
 
 
 
During this lesson students will gain an understanding of the six 
main parts of a plant and their functions. It is important for students 
to understand the functions of the various plant parts in order to 
have a deeper understanding of the environmental needs of plants. 
For example, plants must be watered enough for the water to soak 
into the soil and down to the roots, and plant leaves need access to 
the sun. Below are the six main plant parts we will be focusing on 
with students and their key functions which supports survival.  
 
Roots: found underground, absorb nutrients and water for growth, 
anchor the plant in the soil and can store food. 
 
Stems: connect leaves to roots, support buds and leaves, carry 
water, minerals and food 
 
Leaves: absorb sunlight, which gives energy through the process of 
photosynthesis for plants to grow, release moisture and oxygen 
 
Flowers: where fruits and seeds come from; attract pollinators 
through fragrance and color to help ensure reproduction 
 
Fruits:  protect the seeds until they are ready for dispersal 
 
Seeds:  produce more plants to ensure survival of the species 
 

 

Objectives 

Students will learn the 6 
major plant parts, be 
able to identify them on 
a plant and explain their 
simple functions which 
aid in plant survival. 
 

 

NGSS Primary 

Standard: 

4-LS1-1 Construct an 

argument that plants 
and animals have 
internal and external 
structures that function 
to support survival, 
growth, behavior, and 
reproduction. 
 
Disciplinary Core 

Ideas: 

 
LS1.A: Structure and 
Function: Plants and 

animals have both 
internal and external 
structures that serve 
various functions in 
growth, survival, 
behavior, and 
reproduction. 
 

Cross-cutting 

Concepts: 

 

Systems and System 
Models: A system can 

be described in terms of 
its components and their 
interactions. 
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Classroom Introduction  
Begin the day by drawing a picture of a leaf on the board. Ask 
students to name your drawing (write leaf next to the drawing). Next, 
tell the students that, like humans, plants have many different parts 
to their body which all contribute to their survival. To begin getting 
students thinking about plant parts, ask them to tell you where plants 
come from (seeds), you now have two of the six plant parts named. 
Continue having students brainstorm other plant parts until all six of 
them are drawn on the board. As students name each part, have 
them share how it supports plant survival. Next, explain that today 
students will be doing multiple activities to learn more about plant 
parts and how they work together as a complete system to support 
plant life.  
 

Supporting Activities  
 
Plant Part Wrap 

For one activity students will be learning more about their garden 
space by making a plant part wrap. As a group, begin by having 
each student pick a leaf to use as the base for their wrap (like a 
tortilla). Next, find an example of each of the other plant parts to put 
into their wraps. For bigger fruits pick only one which can be cut for 
the group to share. It may also be helpful to pick and chop roots and 
stems ahead of time, depending on how long you have with the 
group. If you have time, you can also make honey mustard or 
vinaigrette dressing to put on the wraps as found in the extension 
section. Remember, this is also a great time to review tasting 
etiquette with your group.  
 
Play the Plant Parts Relay (older students) 

Divide the group into two single file lines facing each other. In front of 
each line is a deck of veggie cards. When the game facilitator counts 
to three the two students at the front of each line will take the top card 
off their deck and show it to the opposing student. At this point the two 
students at the front of the line are looking at the card not in their hand 
but the card across from them. Their goal is to say the plant PART 
(not the name of the plant) before the other person. The winner of the 
round goes to the end of their own line joined by the “loser” of the 
other team. Now this line is bigger. The game ends when all of the 
students are on one team. 
 
 

Procedure 
NGSS Supporting 

Standards:  

 
3LS1-1 Develop models to 

describe that organisms 
have unique and diverse  
life cycles but all have in 
common birth, growth, 
reproduction and death.  

 
Lesson Length 

40-60 minutes 

 
Materials  

 White board 

 Cutting board and 
knife (optional)  

 Salad dressing 
ingredients (optional) 

 Harvest Trading 
Cards (rainy day) 

 

Preparation 

Assess produce in 
garden for Plant Part 
Wrap 

 
Vocabulary 

root, leaf, stem, flower, 
fruit, seed, function 
 
Evidence of Learning 

Students will be able to 
identify and define the 
basic function of parts 
on a living specimen. 

 
Garden Related 

Activities 

Weeding out an area to 
plant is a great activity 
for this day. While 
weeding, students can 
look at the different plant 
parts on the plant. 
 
Transplanting or planting 
seeds is a great activity 
for this day.  

 

 

 

 
 



Plant Evolution Game (younger students) 

In order to better learn the plant parts, students will be playing a game similar to 
“evolution: egg, chicken, dinosaur.” In this game students will be growing from a seed to 
a fruit one plant part at a time. Each plant part has a body motion to let the other 
students know in which plant phase you are at: 
 
Seed: Crouched down like a rock with hands around knees, 
Roots: Crouched down with fingers spread out like tree roots 
Stem: Hands straight up above the head palms together 
Leaf: Hands to the side with elbows in and hands pointed out 
Flower: Hands around head with fingers making pedals 
Fruit: Hands in circle at stomach making a big belly gesture 
 
To begin the game, explain to students that they will be growing through all of the plant 
parts with the goal of being the first plant to become a seed again.  Each student will 
begin the game as a seed; they will then find another seed and play rock paper scissors 
with that seed, whoever wins will get to become the next plant part, a stem. Students 
will need to play others of their same plant part, (flowers can only play flowers), in order 
to evolve. It is a good idea as the adult to play students who may be stuck on a plant 
part for a while (if someone has been a seed for a bit, go be a seed and play them). 
This game can continue on indefinitely as fruits become seeds again or you can end the 
game once the first person becomes a seed again.  

 
Wrap-up & Plant Part Pageant  

If there is time, you can wrap up the day by doing the “Plant Part Pageant” activity. For 
this activity you will choose student volunteers to come up in front of the group one at a 
time and act out a part of a plant with a motion and a sound.  
 
Once you have your first volunteer, tell the group that this person is the root of your 
plant. Next, ask students what roots do to help the plant (absorbing nutrients and water 
for growth, acting as an anchor for the plant, and storing food). Show the volunteer their 
body motion and sound and have them practice. Now, call up the next volunteer/plant 
part and repeat the same process until you have all six plant parts. You will be calling 
up students one at a time in the following order: 
 

1. Roots: Lay on the ground, spreading out their arms and legs while making 
slurping noises 

2. Stems: Stand up straight and bend up and down (much like doing squats) while 
pretending lift an object (like an elevator). Make a “wooo000OOOP” sound from 
the squatting to standing beginning low and raising the pitch.  

3. Leaves (2 students): Stand on both sides of the stem using their hands and 
arms to make a leaf shape. Have them sing out “Here comes the sun do’t dut do 
do” 

4. Flowers: This student should stand behind the stem, using their hands and 
fingers to make petals around their face while singing out, “I feel pretty! So so 
pretty!” 



5. Fruit (2 students): These two students should stand next to the flower facing 
one another and holding hands to make a big circle in between them. They will 
make a “tough” voice, flex their arms and say “protecting the seed, protecting the 
seed.”  

6. Seed: This student will position their self in-between the two fruit students 
(between the arms) and in a “tiny” voice say “I’m the baby of the plant.” 

 
Once all the parts are up and know their movements, begin a narrative by introducing 
the roots: 

“Welcome to the _______ School Garden. Here we have a wonderful plant made 
completely of very important parts! First, we have the Root! (Have student begin 
motion and noises- they will continue these throughout the pageant). Sucking up 
water, nutrients and minerals the root helps its plant survive by keeping it in the 
ground and providing plenty of water! Growing out of the root you find the Stem! 
(Student begins motion and noises). Connected to the root, you can find the stem 
bringing up water and nutrients and supporting the Leaves! (Leaves can begin 
their motion and song)…” 

 
Continue introducing each plant part until everyone is doing their motion and noise 
together as a large group. Have the audience generously applaud and the plant parts 
bow to their audience.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
To simplify  
Rather than having students begin by brainstorming plants, begin the day by drawing a 
plant up on the board and having students label it. Then move into an instructor driven 
lesson around what each of those parts do for a plant. You can also have volunteers pick 
pieces of plants before the session starts. Then they sit down with their groups. Everyone 
in the group closes their eyes as the volunteer passes a part of a plant for them to feel. 
They have to guess what part of the plant they felt and then talk about how that part helps 
plants. 

 

 
To add complexity  

 
Salad Dressings for Plant Part Wraps 

You can have students make salad dressings for their plant part wraps. Simple dressings 
include Honey Mustard and Vinaigrette. To make simple dressings, mix together the 
following ingredients.  
 
 
 

Adaptations 



Honey Mustard Dressing 

 ¼ cup Mustard 

 ¼ cup Olive Oil 

 1/8  cup honey 

 Dash of salt 
 
Vinaigrette  

 ½ cup Olive Oil 

 ¼ cup Balsamic Vinegar  

 Dash of salt  

 
Build a People Plant 

Older students can be challenged to make themselves into a plant in small groups of 6 
using a box of random materials/costume pieces. Each group then shares the name of 
their plant with the rest of the class, and shows or explains what part each of them 
represents, and how each part functions to support the whole plant system.  
 
My Secret Plant Drawings 

An additional activity for any age group is to draw a plant in groups of three. Fold a piece 
of paper three ways. Each person starts with a paper. They all draw the bottom root 
system of a plant. The papers are then passed on to another group member (the paper 
is folded so that they can’t see what was in the section below) and in the next section they 
draw the stem and leaves of the plant. The papers are passed again to the next student 
who will draw the flower and fruit of the plant. Then each plant drawing is unfolded and 
shared between all three students.  
 
Rainy Day: The “Plant Part Relay,” “Plant Part Pageant” and “Build a People Plant” 

activities all work very well indoors. You can also bring in different plant parts and loupes 
to have students look for internal structures and determine how what they see may help 
the part to function.   
 


